Challenges in prosecuting the crime of aggression: jurisdiction and immunities
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Introduction and background to this *proprio motu* advisory report

The Netherlands has traditionally played a leading role in the field of international justice, the pursuit of accountability and, more specifically, the prosecution of international crimes. The Netherlands is host to the main international courts, including the International Criminal Court (ICC), and has played a leading role with other states in promoting efforts to introduce a multilateral convention on mutual legal assistance and extradition for international crimes.1

The Netherlands has also been active in response to the Russian aggression against Ukraine.2 The Netherlands, together with the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) of the International Criminal Court and the European Commission, hosted the Ministerial Ukraine Accountability Conference at the World Forum in The Hague on 14 July 2022. At the request of the International Criminal Court, the Royal Military and Border Police have assisted in the collection of evidence of war crimes in Ukraine. Another example of this involvement is that Attje Kuiken, the chair of the Permanent Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives, is one of the signatories of the March 2022 ‘Statement by Foreign Affairs Committee Chairs Calling for the Creation of an International Criminal Tribunal into Vladimir Putin’s Criminal Conspiracy’. These initiatives are the result of a widely shared wish to bring to justice those responsible for the violence perpetrated by Russia against Ukraine.3 These initiatives are the result of a widely shared wish to bring to justice those responsible for the violence perpetrated by Russia against Ukraine.4 This includes a wish to prosecute Russia’s leaders specifically for the crime of aggression, namely their decision to wage a war of aggression. The prosecution of this crime is more complicated than that of other international crimes, such as war crimes for which lower-ranking state officials too can be prosecuted. This advisory report examines the prosecution of individuals for the crime of aggression and the challenges this entails.

Efforts to develop an accountability strategy for Ukraine, which Minister of Foreign Affairs Wopke Hoekstra has called for,5 must take as their starting point the principle that the International Criminal Court can now try those responsible for the genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes committed by Russia, but not those responsible for the aggression that has been perpetrated. The ICC has jurisdiction over genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes when the state in whose territory those crimes were committed accepts its jurisdiction (Article 12, paragraph 2 of the Rome Statute, also known as the Statute of the International Criminal Court). Ukraine is not a party to the Rome Statute, but made two declarations in 2014 and 2015 in accordance with Article 12, paragraph 3 of the Statute accepting the jurisdiction of the ICC over crimes committed in its territory since 21 November 2013. On 1 March 2022, a group of 39 states, including the Netherlands, referred the situation in Ukraine to the Prosecutor of the ICC in accordance with Articles 13, paragraph a and 14, paragraph 1 of the Statute. Since then, other countries have joined this referral. However, the ICC’s jurisdictional regime for the crime of aggression is unique and differs from the regime that is applicable to other crimes under the Rome Statute: the crime of aggression can be prosecuted only if the state responsible for the aggression is a party to the Statute and has also separately accepted the ICC’s jurisdiction over the crime of aggression6 or if the Security Council has referred the situation to the Prosecutor. As Russia is not a party to the Rome Statute and referral by the UN Security Council would meet with a Russian veto, it would be unrealistic to expect that the ICC could prosecute those responsible for Russia’s decision to engage in a war of aggression. This is perceived as a gap in the Rome Statute, even though, when the Statute was extended to include the crime of aggression, it was stated that the ICC should give priority to the prosecution of the other three crimes under its jurisdiction rather than to the prosecution of aggression.8
Various alternatives are currently being examined with a view to ensuring that the crime of aggression can still be prosecuted with regard to the situation in Ukraine. These alternatives are an ad hoc international tribunal,9 an ad hoc hybrid tribunal10 and a national tribunal (possibly having an international dimension).11 The question in all these cases is on what basis jurisdiction is exercised and whether defendants can invoke international immunity.

As these questions about jurisdiction and immunity are central to the discussion on prosecuting the crime of aggression against Ukraine, and in view of the leading role played by the Netherlands in the prosecution of international crimes more generally, the CAVV has decided on its own initiative to publish this advisory report on the issues of jurisdiction and immunity, as a way of contributing to this discussion. On the basis of four questions formulated in the next section, the CAVV outlines in this advisory report the present state of international law, indicates what matters are currently controversial or unclear, identifies any gaps that may exist, and advises on the direction in which the law might possibly develop, while also considering the implications of such a development. In doing so, the CAVV also draws attention to the risk of selective application and emphasises that the Dutch government must be prepared to accept that rules and interpretations devised for the present situation will then become universally applicable, and even to promote this more general application for the sake of the universality and consistency of international law.
The first step in prosecuting a crime is to determine jurisdiction: can jurisdiction be exercised over the person suspected of the crime? As explained in more detail below, the exercise of jurisdiction may be based on various grounds. States can establish and exercise jurisdiction on the basis of principles such as territoriality, nationality, protection and universality. An international tribunal can acquire jurisdiction either pursuant to a UN Security Council resolution establishing the tribunal or on the basis of a convention under which the States Parties delegate their jurisdiction to the tribunal.

However, there is debate as to whether and, if so, to what extent these grounds for jurisdiction also apply to the crime of aggression. As regards states, it is sometimes argued that only the aggressor state can exercise jurisdiction over persons suspected of the crime. Others consider that the state on whose territory the aggression has been perpetrated can also exercise jurisdiction. And yet others maintain that a principle such as protection or universality also applies to the crime of aggression. In the case of international tribunals, the International Criminal Court has only limited jurisdiction over aggression, as explained above. And the very fact that there is uncertainty about the scope of domestic jurisdiction over aggression (see below) means that it is just as unclear whether states are capable of transferring this jurisdiction to a newly established tribunal.

There is also the issue of immunity: international law has various immunity rules that prevent the exercise of jurisdiction over foreign state officials without the consent of their home state. Two forms of immunity are relevant here. First, a limited number of high-ranking state officials, including in any event heads of state, heads of government and ministers of foreign affairs, enjoy personal immunity, which is absolute and even applies to acts committed in a private capacity. They enjoy this immunity as long as they hold office. A much larger group of state officials, but including the high-ranking officials to whom reference has just been made, enjoy functional immunity, namely in so far as they act on behalf and for the account of the state. This immunity applies only to acts committed in an official capacity, but continues to apply even after the official leaves office for acts committed while in office.

The crime of aggression can be committed only by persons in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct the political or military action of a state. It therefore constitutes what is known as a ‘leadership crime’ that is committed on behalf of the state. The leadership position of the perpetrator and the nature of the crime thus raise the question of whether personal and functional immunity could be an obstacle to prosecuting the crime of aggression in a court other than a court of the defendant’s home state. Personal immunity extends to international crimes, but the question is exactly what leadership positions are protected by this form of immunity and to what extent this immunity too is an obstacle to prosecution by an international court. The scope of functional immunity is also a matter of dispute. In particular, there is debate about whether this form of immunity extends to international crimes, and if so, precisely which international crimes.

The issues of both jurisdiction and immunity still often receive insufficient attention in the discussions on how to prosecute those responsible for Russia’s aggression against Ukraine. The CAVV therefore considers it useful to draw attention to these issues and is submitting this advisory report...
to the Minister of Foreign Affairs on its own initiative.17

Four questions are central to this advisory report:

1. Who can exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression?
2. To what extent does the group of persons who meet the leadership criterion for commission of the crime of aggression overlap with the group of persons who can claim personal immunity?
   a. Which persons meet the leadership criterion?
   b. Besides heads of state, heads of government and ministers of foreign affairs, are there other high-ranking state officials who can claim personal immunity?
3. Does functional immunity extend to the crime of aggression?
4. Are immunities also applicable before international tribunals?

The advisory report briefly sets out below the most important aspects of international law relevant to each of these questions. The subject matter is complex and international law does not yet provide clear-cut answers to all the questions. International law must be respected when making choices about prosecuting the crime of aggression. It is also important to realise that certain choices and positions regarding the scope of immunity rules that may apply to the prosecution of the crime of aggression committed against Ukraine will also gain broader application. These choices and positions may possibly contribute to the further development of rules of international law that will apply to all states and state officials.

— Question 1:
Who can exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression?

International law defines the limits within which states can criminalise and prosecute certain acts. The principle of territoriality is the starting point: states may criminalise and prosecute offences committed in their territory. It is sufficient for one element of the crime to take place in the territory, for example the planning and initiation of the crime (subjective territoriality principle) or the execution and completion of the crime (objective territoriality principle). In certain cases, jurisdiction may also be established over crimes committed abroad, namely when the perpetrator or victim is a national of the state of the forum, when the national, economic or financial security of the state is at stake, or when an international crime has been committed.18 Jurisdiction over international crimes committed abroad by foreign perpetrators and against foreign victims can be established on the basis of the universality principle: all states have a (shared) interest in prosecuting these acts prohibited by international law. Whether a particular state can actually prosecute a particular crime ultimately also depends on national law. International law serves as the basis, but the act concerned must be made a crime under national law as well. In the Netherlands, this is regulated in the International Crimes Act (Wet internationale misdrijven).19 Like many other states, the Netherlands imposes a significant constraint on the exercise of universal jurisdiction: prosecution on this basis can be instituted only if the defendant is physically present in Dutch territory.20

Although the crime of aggression is undoubtedly an international crime, there is some debate as to whether the regular grounds for jurisdiction apply to it. The International Law Commission (ILC), for example, has argued that only the aggressor state itself can exercise jurisdiction over this crime in view of the special political dimension of aggression:

A court cannot determine the question of individual criminal responsibility for this crime without considering as a preliminary matter the question of aggression by a state. The determination by a national court of one State of the question of whether another State has committed aggression would be contrary to the fundamental principle of international law par in parem imperium non habet [equals do not have authority over one another]. Moreover, the exercise of jurisdiction by the national court of a State which entails consideration of the commission of aggression by another State would have serious implications for international relations and international peace and security.21
The ILC reiterated this position in 2022. A similar position was also taken by the United States during the negotiations on including the crime of aggression in the ICC’s Rome Statute. As the ICC’s jurisdiction over the crime of aggression is more limited than over other international crimes (it cannot exercise jurisdiction over aggression committed by a state that is not a party to the Statute), this reinforces the notion that other rules apply to this particular international crime. Moreover, the statement by the parties to the Statute that the inclusion of the crime of aggression in the Statute ‘shall not be interpreted as creating the right or obligation to exercise domestic jurisdiction with respect to an act of aggression committed by another State’, appears to be a clear concession to those states that do not accept prosecution of aggression by a state other than the aggressor state. The argument has also been made in the literature that ‘there is little empirical support for domestic prosecutions of the crime of aggression under any jurisdictional basis’. Although 74 states have included the crime of aggression in their national law, only a relatively small number of them (about 18) allow prosecution of the crime on the basis of the principle of universality. The other states establish jurisdiction on other grounds, including the territoriality and the protective principle. In most cases, domestic jurisdiction can be exercised only by the aggressor or victim state. It is noteworthy that the Dutch International Crimes Act too provides for universal jurisdiction over aggression. To date, however, there have been few if any cases of national prosecution of aggression in practice, although Lithuania and Poland have recently opened investigations into Russian. There are also two known cases in which Ukraine has prosecuted aggression, although these did not employ the international definition of aggression (omitting, in particular, the leadership criterion).

Although aggression has been prosecuted at national level in only a limited number of cases, support for the legitimacy of such prosecutions in principle has been expressed in the literature. For example, one author has argued that not only the aggressor state but also the victim state can establish jurisdiction over the perpetrators of aggression as a form of self-help (although in such a case jurisdiction cannot be transferred to an international tribunal). Another author even advocates the legitimacy of universal jurisdiction.

The CAVV notes that there is no consistent and uniform state practice to show that states accept the principle that the crime of aggression can be prosecuted by states other than the aggressor state. Given the difficulty with which the crime of aggression was introduced into the Rome Statute (an amendment that is currently supported by just over 40 states and is subject to restrictive conditions), it is also apparent that states even wished to allow prosecution by the ICC only if the aggressor state has consented to the exercise of jurisdiction. This is also consistent with the precedent of the Nuremberg Tribunal, which based its jurisdiction over aggression (then still known as a ‘crime against the peace’) on the transfer of jurisdiction by the Allied Powers that occupied Germany after the Second World War and thereby assumed the powers of the German aggressor state. It follows that, in the absence of a Security Council resolution, states cannot simply transfer powers to a newly established international tribunal. Even the delegation of jurisdiction by Ukraine to such a tribunal might prove problematic if the ILC’s view that only the aggressor state has jurisdiction were to hold sway.

However, a large number of (mainly Western) states appear to support the establishment of an ad hoc aggression tribunal. This implies that these states take the position that Ukraine has jurisdiction on the basis of the territoriality principle as the victim state. Ukraine may, if desired, delegate this jurisdiction to an international tribunal. Provided that any protest against this development is limited, a customary law norm that permits domestic jurisdiction over aggression in various scenarios may crystallise. The CAVV views such a development as understandable, because it would ensure that the exercise of jurisdiction is aligned for all international crimes, which, like aggression, have a marked political dimension. The Netherlands can help to promote acceptance of this development, notably by (i) confirming its position, as currently codified in the International
Crimes Act, regarding the possibility of exercising different forms of jurisdiction (including universality) over the crime of aggression, and (ii) working to amend the jurisdictional regime of the International Criminal Court on this subject, thereby making it consistent with the regime applicable to other crimes.

The discussion about prosecuting those responsible for Russian aggression in Ukraine cannot ignore the differing views on jurisdiction. Applying different standards to different situations could provoke legitimate criticism that the states involved are seeking to bend international law to make possible what has hitherto been impossible. It is therefore important to ensure that the position currently taken on prosecuting those responsible for the aggression committed against Ukraine is subsequently applied consistently, and that the Netherlands also urges other states to adopt the same approach. It also follows that the Netherlands and the other states involved that are parties to the Rome Statute must be prepared to try to amend the ICC’s jurisdictional regime on this point.

― Question 2:
To what extent does the group of persons who fall within the leadership criterion for commission of the crime of aggression overlap with the group of persons who can claim personal immunity?

― Question 2a:
Which persons fall within the leadership criterion?

Article 8 bis, paragraph 1 of the Rome Statute reads as follows:

For the purpose of this Statute, ‘crime of aggression’ means the planning, preparation, initiation or execution, by a person in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct the political or military action of a State, of an act of aggression which, by its character, gravity and scale, constitutes a manifest violation of the Charter of the United Nations.

The phrase ‘by a person in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct the political or military action of a State’ defines the leadership criterion. By adopting this criterion, the authors of the Rome Statute deliberately limited the group of persons who can be held criminally responsible for the crime of aggression. As the leadership criterion applies to all forms of responsibility, on the basis of Article 25, paragraph 3 bis, an accessory, too, can only be someone who meets that criterion.

The leadership criterion does not appear as such in the Charters of the Nuremberg and Tokyo Military Tribunals, despite the fact that the object of these tribunals, in a more general sense, was to try only major war criminals. The criterion applied by the national military tribunals that tried war criminals in the wake of the Nuremberg Tribunal on the basis of Control Council Law No. 10, namely the power to ‘shape or influence policy’, was broader than that currently laid down in the Rome Statute (‘control or direct’). It is therefore debatable whether the definition contained in the Rome Statute fully corresponds on this point with the definition that exists under customary international law.

There is also debate about which persons exactly meet the criterion of the Rome Statute, in other words about precisely how the ‘control or direct’ criterion should be understood and interpreted. The criterion should in any event cover political leaders, including certain members of the government, and military leaders. The words ‘in a position’ indicate that persons who operate outside the formal leadership structures may also fall within the leadership criterion. The question of whether religious leaders and businesspeople can, in certain situations, also be regarded as leaders within the meaning of Article 8 bis of the Rome Statute is answered in different ways in the literature. However, unless a religious leader also holds a certain formal position in the administration or unless there is another very specific context, it is far from certain that such a person meets the strict leadership criterion. A more complicated question is whether members of parliament can meet the criterion, especially those who operate in systems in which parliamentary approval for the use of force or international deployment of the armed forces is required by law or custom. In the literature, this question is mainly answered in the negative, but the final answer will depend on the circumstances of the case.
Many states that have implemented the Rome Statute in their national law have formulated the leadership criterion in the same way as in Article 8* bis, paragraph 1 of the Statute. The Netherlands too has done this in section 8b of the International Crimes Act. However, not all states have adopted the leadership criterion for the forms of co-responsibility defined by the ICC in Article 25, paragraph 3* bis. Moreover, some states, such as Croatia, take a broader approach to the leadership criterion at national level. Other states add additional forms of criminal responsibility, for example the crime of inciting aggression.* It should be noted that the provisions of Ukrainian law that criminalise aggression do not contain an explicit leadership criterion. Other countries, such as Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan, do not specify that criminal responsibility for aggression is limited to a particular group of leaders.* Nonetheless, the leadership criterion can still implicitly form part of the definition of the crime. Moreover, it has been argued that states that are parties to the Rome Statute are especially likely to interpret their national laws in the light of the Statute and contemporary developments.\(^48\)

The CAVV considers that the leadership criterion as laid down in the Rome Statute (‘control or direct’) should be taken as the starting point, because this was the wording agreed upon following extensive negotiations between states. It follows that the group of persons who can be held criminally responsible for aggression is limited. However, it is not yet fully clear which persons meet the leadership criterion. The drafters of the Rome Statute wished to limit the size of the group, while at the same time taking account of realities outside the formal structures. Moreover, military leaders are clearly not excluded as possible perpetrators of the crime of aggression. It should also be noted that, in so far as prosecution at national level is accepted, the circle of criminal responsibility at that level can be broadened if the leadership criterion does not have to be applied to the forms of co-responsibility. In any case, the following individuals could be subject to prosecution for the crime of aggression: heads of government, heads of state, ministers of foreign affairs, ministers of defence, heads and deputy heads of a national security council and (senior) officers in the armed forces who are involved in planning, preparing and coordinating the act of aggression.

The next question is which persons can claim personal immunity and to what extent that group is more limited than the group that can be held criminally responsible for aggression.

---

**Question 2b:**

Besides heads of state, heads of government and ministers of foreign affairs, are there other high-ranking state officials who can claim personal immunity?

In the *Arrest Warrant* case, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) held that, like incumbent heads of state or heads of government, incumbent foreign ministers are inviolable abroad and enjoy absolute personal immunity from the criminal jurisdiction of foreign states, even where the prosecution concerns international crimes.\(^49\) They cannot be tried or arrested abroad for official or private acts, regardless of the nature of their stay.

Following the *Arrest Warrant* case, the question has arisen of whether other high-ranking state officials are also covered by this far-reaching immunity rule. Relevant state practice is limited. According to a judge in the United Kingdom, the Israeli defence minister was entitled to claim the same immunity as the foreign minister. The judge explained this decision in the following terms: ‘Although travel will not be on the same level as that of a Foreign Minister, it is a fact that many states maintain troops overseas and there are many United Nations missions to visit which military issues do play a prominent role between certain States. It strikes me that the roles of defence and foreign policy are very much intertwined, in particular in the Middle East.’\(^50\) A Swiss court too has concluded that the personal immunity of the *troika* extends to the incumbent defence minister.\(^51\) Another English judge has also held that the functions of the Chinese Minister of Commerce were comparable to those of the Foreign Minister and that he could therefore claim the same immunity.\(^52\)

However, the CAVV believes that there are good reasons not to apply the far-reaching immunity discussed in the *Arrest Warrant* case to holders of high office other than those mentioned by
Although they too can indeed play an important role in a state’s international relations and frequently travel abroad for consultations with their foreign counterparts, a combination of their existing ad hoc diplomatic immunity during official trips and functional immunity is sufficient to enable them to perform their duties effectively.

It is important to note that in its judgment in the Arrest Warrant case the ICJ put forward two separate reasons for the immunity of the troika. First, it emphasised that immunity is motivated by the central role of these state officials in maintaining international relations with other states and the frequent international travel that this role entails. This is a consideration that does indeed apply to other high-ranking state officials as well. However, in addition, the ICJ stressed the representative nature of the functions of the three positions: “[…] a Minister for Foreign Affairs, responsible for the conduct of his or her State’s relations with all other States, occupies a position such that, like the Head of State or the Head of Government, he or she is recognized under international law as representative of the State solely by virtue of his or her office. He or she does not have to present letters of credence.”

Since existing ad hoc diplomatic immunity and functional immunity are sufficient to ensure that heads of state, heads of government and ministers of foreign affairs can discharge their duties effectively, their far-reaching immunity seems to be based mainly on the representative character of the offices they hold: these three state officials are the embodiment of the state in relations with other states and represent the state at all times, not just during official travel abroad.

What is in any event clear is that not all individuals who may be held accountable for the crime of aggression can claim personal immunity. Although aggression is admittedly a leadership crime, as explained above, the group of people who fall within the leadership criterion, although limited, is much broader than the three officeholders mentioned by the International Court of Justice, namely the incumbent foreign minister, incumbent head of state and incumbent head of government.

— Question 3: Does functional immunity extend to the crime of aggression?

In principle, foreign state officials enjoy functional immunity (immunity ratione materiae). This means that they cannot be prosecuted for acts they have performed in an official capacity. This rule is interpreted in two ways. Some see it as an independent principle that bars courts from holding foreign state officials individually responsible for acts they have performed as an extension of the state: it is up to the home state to determine what its officials can and cannot do in office, and it is up to the courts of the home state to determine whether or not those rules have been violated. Others see it as part of the broader doctrine of state immunity: if a state cannot be held responsible for certain acts before a foreign court, it should not be possible for officials of that state to be held responsible either since this would otherwise allow the rule of state immunity to be circumvented. The rule ensures, for example, that Dutch officials cannot be prosecuted in a foreign court on account of Dutch policy that is considered harmful or unlawful abroad.

As can be seen from the definition of aggression, the crime of aggression is, by definition, committed first and foremost by persons who exercise control over or direct, de jure or de facto, the state apparatus. Except for those who exercise de facto control, such persons commit the crime of aggression in their official capacity. This raises the question of whether functional immunity prevents prosecution for aggression before a foreign court.

The International Law Commission (ILC) is currently examining the broader question of whether functional immunity can be claimed by persons suspected of international crimes before foreign courts. In 2017, the ILC adopted a draft article providing that in criminal proceedings before the courts of foreign states functional immunity does not apply for six international crimes: genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, apartheid, torture and enforced disappearances. The ILC deliberately did not mention the crime of aggression (although some members disagreed with this decision).
The main reason given by the ILC was that prosecution by a national court of an official of another state for the crime of aggression would require the court to establish whether that other state had committed an act of aggression. This was seen as incompatible with the principle of the sovereign equality of states. Hence, the ILC does not actually exclude aggression from the international crimes for which no functional immunity should apply, but in fact says that under international law no jurisdiction can be exercised over persons suspected of this crime by states other than the aggressor state. If foreign courts do not have jurisdiction over persons suspected of the crime of aggression, functional immunity plays no role in the prosecution of this crime. However, if it is accepted that the crime of aggression can be prosecuted by other states (see the analysis in the answer to question 1 above), there seems to be no reason why the crime should be treated differently from other international crimes in respect of immunity.

The question is, however, whether Draft Article 7 is intended to codify existing international law or should be interpreted as indicating the direction in which the law should develop. It can be inferred both from the deliberations of the ILC and from the accompanying commentary that an important part of the ILC views this article as progressive development of international law and therefore not as existing international law. Moreover, some of the members voted against the adoption of this article when, very exceptionally, it was put to the vote. The comments of states in the Sixth Committee of the UN General Assembly are also divided on this point. The official position of the Dutch government is that, under existing international law, functional immunity does not apply to international crimes. However, there are also some states that express support for the idea that the law should develop in the direction indicated by the draft article and other states that completely reject the draft article. And although there are important decisions by national courts rejecting functional immunity in relation to international crimes, that practice too is inconsistent.

On request, the CAVV will publish a further advisory report on this subject as the ILC has adopted the Draft Articles on The Immunity of State Officials from Foreign Criminal Jurisdiction on first reading. For the moment, the CAVV would merely observe that there are good arguments for saying that functional immunity from criminal jurisdiction does not apply to international crimes; on the other hand, the CAVV notes that it is apparent from the heated discussions on Draft Article 7 in both the ILC and the Sixth Committee that the matter is not straightforward. As the exact status of the exception to immunity for international crimes cannot be determined with certainty at present, states have considerable leeway to apply the rule as they see fit. Although it is impossible to say with any certainty what the international law is on this point, the CAVV considers that not recognising functional immunity for international crimes is currently justifiable as either being consistent with international law or contributing to a legal development that already has strong momentum. The trial by foreign courts of Russian leaders and military personnel for international crimes committed in Ukraine will accelerate the development of the law in this respect and may result in further acceptance of the exception to functional immunity for international crimes. The CAVV does not see the logic of distinguishing between the crime of aggression and other international crimes.

___ Question 4: Are immunities also applicable before international tribunals?

In the Arrest Warrant case, the ICJ held that personal immunity also applied to persons suspected of international crimes. In an obiter dictum, the ICJ nonetheless noted that such immunity does not apply if they are prosecuted during or after their term of office before ‘certain international criminal courts, where they have jurisdiction’. The ICJ referred in particular to the International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, as well as the International Criminal Court. The ICJ did not exclude the possibility that this might also apply to other tribunals, but left open the question of the conditions that such tribunals would have to meet.

The CAVV would point out that the UN Security Council can in any event set aside immunity on
the basis of Chapter VII of the UN Charter when establishing a new ad hoc tribunal, including immunity with regard to the crime of aggression. Indeed, resolutions adopted under Chapter VII can impose binding obligations on members of the UN, and obligations under the Charter take precedence over other rules of international law.70 This could explain the reference in the \textit{Arrest Warrant} case to the Rwanda and former Yugoslavia tribunals. Naturally, if the Security Council is blocked, this is not an option.

The ICC was established by treaty and does not have a basis for setting aside immunity such as that provided by Chapter VII. However, this does not prevent states that are party to the Rome Statute from agreeing among themselves that their nationals do not have personal or functional immunity before the ICC. In fact, they have done just that in Article 27 of the Statute.71 However, it is debatable whether this rule applies to nationals of third states (i.e. states not party to the Statute), since they have not agreed to this rule. It is by no means inconceivable that the ICC might exercise jurisdiction over nationals of third states, for example if they commit a crime in the territory of a state party to the Statute, or if the situation in a third state has been referred to the ICC by the UN Security Council. In a scenario in which such persons are sought by the ICC, Article 98, paragraph 1 of the Statute applies in principle. This provides that ‘The Court may not proceed with a request for surrender or assistance which would require the requested State to act inconsistently with its obligations under international law with respect to the State or diplomatic immunity of a person or property of a third State, unless the Court can first obtain the cooperation of that third State for the waiver of the immunity.’ This provision seems to imply that third states can claim immunity from the ICC's jurisdiction. However, the ICC’s Appeals Chamber held in 2019 ‘that there is neither State practice nor \textit{opinio juris} that would support the existence of head of state immunity under customary law \textit{vis-à-vis} an international court’.72 According to the Appeals Chamber, ‘international courts act on behalf of the international community as a whole’.73 On this ground, it held that Jordan was obliged to arrest President Al-Bashir of Sudan and surrender him to the ICC, despite the fact that Sudan was not a party to the Rome Statute. Similarly, the Special Court for Sierra Leone, which was established on the basis of an agreement between the UN and Sierra Leone, exercised jurisdiction over Charles Taylor, the then president of Liberia (a third state under this agreement), on the grounds that it was a ‘truly international’ tribunal; according to the Special Court, it was important that the agreement between the UN and Sierra Leone was an expression of the will of the international community.74 The Special Court stated that immunities are of particular relevance to the horizontal relations between states, given the principle of sovereign equality, but not to international criminal tribunals, which derive their mandate from the international community.75

It follows from these decisions of the International Criminal Court and the Special Court for Sierra Leone (a) that the personal immunity of third state nationals does not apply in the case of these tribunals and also (b) that such immunity possibly does not apply in the event that a new international tribunal is established, for example to try acts of aggression.

However, the judgments of the Special Court and especially the International Criminal Court are controversial.76 The core of the criticism is that international law does not permit a group of states to impose obligations on third states without the latter’s consent. This is known as the principle of the relative effect of treaties.77 States cannot therefore simply decide among themselves that the immunity of a third state (or a representative of a third state) no longer applies, without the consent of the third state concerned. Even if it is recognised that a group of like-minded states can set up a tribunal to try the crime of aggression (in particular, by delegating jurisdiction to the tribunal), these states cannot, in principle, circumvent the immunity of a third state which was not involved in the establishment of the tribunal – and over whose officials the tribunal will exercise jurisdiction when the occasion arises. Ultimately, the only powers that states can delegate to an international tribunal are those that they themselves possess at the outset. States themselves do not have the power to disregard personal immunity. It follows that they cannot, in principle, delegate that power to an international tribunal.78
Another important criticism concerns the concept of an ‘international tribunal’. Not every international tribunal acts on behalf of ‘the international community as a whole’, and it is unclear what makes a tribunal ‘truly international’. Without a clear definition of the characteristics that make a tribunal sufficiently ‘international’ to warrant not recognising personal immunity, the reasoning of the Special Court and the International Criminal Court leaves individuals entitled to claim personal immunity in a vulnerable position.

The CAVV finds this criticism convincing. Since the ICJ held in the Arrest Warrant case that heads of state, heads of government and ministers of foreign affairs can claim personal immunity before the national courts of other states – even if they are suspected of committing international crimes – it would seem that an international tribunal which has not been established by the suspect’s home state, and which lacks a Chapter VII basis must also respect this personal immunity. If the Netherlands nonetheless wishes to support a legal development in keeping with the view of the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the International Criminal Court, it should in any event advocate a distinctive and restrictive definition of the term ‘international tribunal’. It should be noted, incidentally, that in the event of such a development, high-ranking Dutch officials, in particular the prime minister and minister of foreign affairs, would also not be entitled to personal immunity before an international tribunal.

Finally, the question remains whether international tribunals should respect the functional immunity of officials of states that have not consented to the jurisdiction of the tribunal. As stated in the answer to question 3 above, a good case can be made for restricting functional immunity for international crimes before national criminal courts, either because it is consistent with international law or because it contributes to a legal development that is already well advanced. Since states may transfer their jurisdiction to prosecute to an international tribunal, this possibility applies a fortiori to international tribunals. Here, the definition of what constitutes an international tribunal is less important because the restriction of immunity does not depend on the nature of the judicial body (national or international). Functional immunity is therefore not an obstacle to prosecution for the crime of aggression before an international tribunal. As states are more inclined to support restricting functional immunity before an international tribunal than before national courts, the CAVV considers that where an international tribunal is to be established to try persons suspected of international crimes who are nationals of a state that does not cooperate in the establishment of the tribunal, it would be preferable for the tribunal to be established by a large (and preferably representative) group of states.
Conclusion and advice

This final section summarises the key elements of the report point by point.

**Proprio motu advisory report**

1. The Advisory Committee on Issues of Public International Law (CAVV) supports the leading role played by the Netherlands with regard to the prosecution of international crimes in general. For this reason, and in view of specific initiatives relating to the Russian invasion of Ukraine such as the Ukraine Accountability Conference, the CAVV has decided – of its own accord – to publish an advisory report as a way of contributing to discussions on prosecuting the crime of aggression. The report focuses specifically on the issues of jurisdiction and immunities.

2. In this report, the CAVV also draws attention to the risk of selective application and emphasises that the Dutch government must be prepared (i) to accept that rules and interpretations developed for the present situation will then become generally applicable, and even (ii) to promote this more general application, for the sake of the universality and consistency of international law.

3. There are two views on the question of who can exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression. According to the first view, only the aggressor state – in this case Russia – has jurisdiction. The other view is that there are several grounds for the exercise of domestic jurisdiction over aggression, including in any event the exercise of jurisdiction by the victim state on the basis of the territoriality principle.

4. The CAVV considers the position that there are several grounds for the exercise of jurisdiction understandable, particularly since this would ensure that the exercise of jurisdiction is aligned for all international crimes.

5. However, it is important for this position to gain general acceptance. The Netherlands can help to promote such acceptance, notably (i) by confirming the Dutch position, as currently codified in the International Crimes Act (*Wet internationale misdrijven*), that it is possible to exercise different forms of jurisdiction (including universality) over the crime of aggression, and (ii) by working to amend the International Criminal Court’s jurisdictional regime for aggression, thereby bringing it in line with the jurisdictional regime applicable to other crimes.

**Leadership criterion and personal immunity**

To what extent does the group of persons who can fulfil the leadership criterion for the crime of aggression overlap with the group of persons who can claim personal immunity?

6. Aggression is a leadership crime, in other words only those in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct the political or military action of a state can be tried for it. The following individuals can in any event be regarded as leaders: heads of government, heads of state, ministers of foreign affairs, ministers of defence, heads and deputy heads of a national security council and (senior) officers in the armed forces who are involved in planning, preparing and coordinating the act of aggression.

7. Of this group of individuals who fulfil the leadership criterion, only heads of state, heads of government and ministers of foreign affairs enjoy absolute personal immunity from the criminal jurisdiction of foreign states, including immunity from prosecution for international crimes, as long as they remain...
in office. This *troika* cannot be taken to court or arrested abroad for official or private acts, regardless of the nature of their stay. Other persons who meet the leadership criterion do not enjoy personal immunity.

**Functional immunity**

*Does functional immunity extend to the crime of aggression?*

8. In principle, foreign officials enjoy functional immunity (or immunity *ratione materiae*). This means that they cannot be prosecuted for acts they have performed in an official capacity. This rule also ensures that Dutch officials, even when they are no longer in office, cannot be summoned before a foreign court on account of Dutch policy that is considered harmful or unlawful abroad. In international legal practice, there is no clear-cut answer to the question of whether there is an exception to functional immunity for international crimes, including the crime of aggression. The CAVV takes the view that not recognising functional immunity for international crimes is currently justifiable as either being consistent with international law or contributing to a legal development that already has strong momentum. The CAVV does not see the logic of distinguishing between the crime of aggression and other international crimes.

**Immunity and international tribunals**

*Are immunities also applicable before international tribunals?*

9. As regards the question of whether a special exception to immunity applies before international tribunals, the CAVV interprets the case law of the International Court of Justice as meaning that an international tribunal that has been established without the involvement of the defendant's home state and that lacks a basis under Chapter VII of the UN Charter must respect the personal immunity of heads of state, heads of government and ministers of foreign affairs.

10. If the Netherlands nonetheless wishes to back a legal development under which personal immunities do not apply before a larger group of international tribunals, in keeping with the view of the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the International Criminal Court, it will in any event be important to advocate a distinctive and restrictive definition of the term ‘international tribunal’. It is important to note, incidentally, that in the event of such a development, officials in the Netherlands, in particular our prime minister and minister of foreign affairs, would also not be granted personal immunity before an international tribunal.

11. The restriction of functional immunity for international crimes before international courts can be inferred from the law that applies or is evolving with regard to national courts, as mentioned in point 8 above. Functional immunity is therefore not an obstacle to a trial for the crime of aggression before an international tribunal.
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